
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA RAMESWARAM 

WINTER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2023-24 

CLASS -  III 

MATHEMATICS 
 

1. Write and learn Tables from 2 to 12 thoroughly. 

2. Do multiplication  

a) 56x 7      b) 89x9  c) 25x 11 d) 69x 10      e) 78x8 

3. Take any bottle or container and label it with markings of 250ml, 500ml ,750 ml and 1000ml. 

4. Measure these things with 1 litre bottle check whether they are less or greater than 1 litre and      

     paste these pictures. 

Bucket, Bowl, Jug, Glass, Mineral water can. 

ENGLISH 

For reading at home everyday 

A. The story of the road (memorize it’s new words) 

B. Little tiger, big tiger (memorize it’s new words) 

C. My silly sister (memorize it’s new words) 

D. He is my brother (memorize it’s new words)  

For writing at home 

1. Make three words sentences (at least 10 sentences)  

Ex – you play cricket. 

2. Write their young ones given below 

Horse Cow 

Lion Goat 

Dog Pig 

Sheep Deer 

 

3. Write the opposite words given below 

Small Hide 

Good Happy 

Less Outside 

Tall Cold 

 



 

4. Write the plural form of given words  

Duck Child 

Fox Pen 

Goose Foot 

Lion Dish 

 

5. Encircle the adjectives from the given sentences. 

A) Her hair style is gorgeous.       B) A lion has long tail. 

C) My mother cooks delicious food.    D) This is an ancient statue. 

E) There is an important announcement for all. F) Today the sky is looking bright. 

G) Yesterday I saw a furious lion. 

EVS 

 Learn all the chapters which has been taught in Term II from Class work and text 

book. 

 Make a model of any one type of house (Hut, Igloo, House boat, etc). 

 

HINDI 

 

1. Learn all the chapters which has been taught in the II term from C.W, H.W and Hindi book. 

2. Daily read 1 page from hindi book. (daily get sign from your parents with date)  

3. Daily write 1 page hindi handwriting in rough note book. (daily get sign from your parents 

with date) 


